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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a wiring har-
ness having a flexible tube body as an exterior compo-
nent of a conducting path, and a manufacturing method
thereof. Such manufacturing method of such wiring har-
ness is known from US 2010043225 (A1), which disclos-
es following method ; in a first production process, firstly,
a flat corrugate tube 23 having a necessary length for
wiring is prepared. Next, a grommet 25 and a protector
24 are assembled with the flat corrugate tube 23 at pre-
determined positions. In a second production process,
high-voltage power lines 22 and low-voltage electric
wires 27 are inserted into the flat corrugate tube 23 from
the one opening 40 toward the other opening 41. In a
third production process, ends of the high-voltage power
lines 22 and the low-voltage electric wires 27 exposed
from the one opening 40 and the other opening 41 of the
flat corrugate tube 23 are treated. When the third pro-
duction process is finished, the production of the wiring
harness 21 is finished.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A wiring harness disclosed in the Patent Docu-
ment 1 has three high-voltage electric wires and three
metallic protection pipes for receiving and protecting the
three high-voltage electric wires one by one. The high-
voltage electric wire connects a motor mounted on a front
side of a vehicle with an inverter mounted on an interme-
diate or rear side of the vehicle.
[0003] The wiring harness is arranged via a vehicle
under floor which is an outside of a vehicle frame. For
this reason, the metallic protection pipe is formed so that
the high-voltage electric wire can be protected from being
splashed with water or stone. The metallic protection pipe
has stiffness property for protecting the high-voltage
electric wire and preventing deflection of the high-voltage
electric wire, and an electromagnetic shield function
since it is made of metallic.
[0004] The three wiring harness insert the high-voltage
electric wire into the metallic protection pipe with a
straight state, respectively. Thereafter, the metallic pro-
tection pipe is bent along a route of the wiring harness
arranged on the vehicle under floor. The wiring harness
is manufactured with a factory of harness manufacturer
as described above. Thereafter, the wiring harness is
conveyed to an assembly factory of vehicle manufactur-
er, and is assembled in a predefined position of the ve-
hicle. Thereby, arrangement of the wiring harness is com-
pleted.

Prior art document

Patent document

[0005] [Patent Document 1] Japanese Patent Publica-
tion Application No. 2004-224156

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Technical problem

[0006] In conventional art, when the wiring harness is
transported, it is required to keep enough space with each
the metallic protection pipe and each the wiring harness
so as to avoid contact with the metallic protection pipe
each other and deformation thereof. Furthermore, since
the metallic protection pipe is three-dimensionally bent,
there is a problem such as spatial space is required. In
order to solve the above problem, the flexible tube body
may used as a replacement part of the metallic protection
pipe. However, if the tube body is used as a replacement
part of the metallic protection pipe, there are several prob-
lems described below. Further, it is difficult to overcome
those problems.
[0007] More specifically, if the flexible tube body is
used, it is difficult to hold a desired form when the wiring
harness is assembled and arranged. Furthermore, if the
flexible tube body is used, a protector is required so as
to assemble the tube body in a predetermined position
of the vehicle. The protector is a member made of resin
in accordance with the arrangement route of the wiring
harness. For this reason, special design/component is
required with respect to each vehicle. As a result, the
tube body lacks versatility, and cost is increased.
[0008] For protector, it is possible to make a prototype
die many times in a development phase. As a result, de-
sign cost, die cost, design time and the like are increased.
Furthermore, since a portion assembled to the tube body
is getting bigger, the protector approaches the ground
and problems occur.
[0009] Accordingly, in order to attain the above object,
the present invention to provide a wiring harness which
has a flexible tube body and can keep the tube body with
a desired shape without using protector, and a manufac-
turing method thereof.

Solution to Problem

[0010] In order to attain the above-described objec-
tives, according to a first aspect of the present invention,
the wiring harness pf the present invention has a flexible
tube body being an exterior component of one or a plu-
rality of conducting paths and a water or light hardening
fixing member provided on one or a plurality of a prede-
fined position of the tube body. Further, a shape holding
portion of the tube body is formed by hardening the water
or light hardening fixing member.
[0011] According to the present invention having the
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above feature, the water or light hardening fixing member
is provided on the flexible tube body. Therefore, the tube
body can be maintained with a desired shape by hard-
ening the water or light hardening fixing member without
using a protector.
[0012] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, an outer peripheral surface of the tube body
is a rough member.
[0013] According to the present invention having the
above feature, when the water or light hardening fixing
member is hardened, the water or light hardening fixing
member enters into a depression of the outer peripheral
surface of the tube body, and is caught on a projection
of the outer peripheral surface of the tube body.
[0014] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion, the outer peripheral surface of the tube body is a
watertight member.
[0015] According to the present invention having the
above feature, when the water hardening fixing member
is provided on the tube body and is hardened, fluid such
as water does not arrive in the conducting path arranged
in the inside of the tube body. Furthermore, for example,
when the wiring harness is arranged in a vehicle under
floor, splash of water does not reach the conducting path
of the inside of the tube body.
[0016] According to a fourth aspect of the present in-
vention, the water or light hardening fixing member is a
winding type member.
[0017] According to the present invention having the
above feature, it is possible to arrange the water or light
hardening fixing member on the tube body by simply
winding the water or light hardening fixing member on
the outer peripheral surface of the tube body.
[0018] Additionally, in order to attain the above-de-
scribed objectives, according to a fifth aspect of the
present invention, a manufacturing method of a wiring
harness having a flexible tube body which is an exterior
component of one or a plurality of conducting paths has
the steps of a first step that providing a water or light
hardening fixing member on one or a plurality of prede-
fined portions of the tube body, and a second step that
hardening the water or light hardening fixing member so
as to form at least the predefined portions with a desired
shape.
[0019] According to the present invention having the
above feature, the wiring harness having the tube which
is maintained with a desired shape by hardening the wa-
ter or light hardening fixing member and the conducting
path inserted into the tube body is manufactured with two
steps.
[0020] According to a sixth aspect of the present in-
vention, in the manufacturing method of the wiring har-
ness described above, a winding type member is used
as the water or light hardening fixing member. Further,
a member which is previously formed with a desired thick-
ness or a member which is able to be formed with a de-
sired thickness by winding is used.
[0021] According to the present invention having the

above feature, the thickness of the water or light hard-
ening fixing member can be controlled so as to increase
the strength of the shape holding portion.
[0022] According to a seven aspect of the present in-
vention, in the manufacturing method of the wiring har-
ness described above, the second step is performed
when the wiring harness is arranged after carrying the
wiring harness.
[0023] According to the present invention having the
above feature, for example, when the wiring harness is
carried to an assembly factory of vehicle manufacturer,
the wiring harness can be manufactured with a preferred
shape. Furthermore, the wiring harness can be manu-
factured with a suitable shape when the wiring harness
is assembled on a predetermined position of the vehicle.

Effects of the invention

[0024] According to the first aspect of the present in-
vention, the flexible tube body as the exterior component
of the conducing path can be maintained with a desired
shape. Further, according to the present invention, a pro-
tector is not required, and the versatility of the tube body
is increased. As a result, cost can be reduced. In addition,
according to the present invention, since the flexible tube
body as the exterior component of the conducting path
is provided, it is not necessary to keep large space when
carrying the wiring harness. Therefore, space can be
saved and cost can be reduced when carrying it.
[0025] According to the second aspect of the present
invention, when the water or light hardening fixing mem-
ber is hardened, the water or light hardening fixing mem-
ber can enter into the depression of the outer peripheral
surface of the tube body, and can be caught on the pro-
jection of the outer peripheral surface of the tube body.
Therefore, the shape and arrangement of the shape hold-
ing portion can be stabilized.
[0026] According to the third aspect of the present in-
vention, the conducting path of the inside of the tube body
can be protected from fluid such as water.
[0027] According to the fourth aspect of the present
invention, the water or light hardening fixing member can
be easily provided on the outer peripheral surface of the
tube body.
[0028] According to the fifth aspect of the present in-
vention, a better manufacturing method of the wiring har-
ness can be provided.
[0029] According to the sixth aspect of the present in-
vention, the wiring harness in which the strength of the
shape holding portion is increased can be manufactured.
[0030] According to the seventh aspect of the present
invention, the manufacturing method considering carry-
ing and assembly of the wiring harness can be provided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031]
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FIG 1A is a schematic diagram showing a configu-
ration state of a wiring harness according to the wir-
ing harness of the present invention;
FIG 1B is a perspective view showing a construction
of the wiring harness and a shape holding portion;
FIG 2A to 2C are views arranging a water or light
hardening fixing member on a tube body;
FIG 2A is a view winding the water or light hardening
fixing member on the tube body with a tape rewinding
method;
FIG 2B is a view winding the water or light hardening
fixing member on the tube body with a sheet shape;
FIG 2C is a view winding the water or light hardening
fixing member on the tube body together with a
clamp;
FIG 3A to 3D are views of a manufacturing method
of the wiring harness of the present invention;
FIG 3A is an explanatory diagram of a step arranging
the water or light hardening fixing member in the tube
body;
FIG 3B is an explanatory diagram of a transporting
step
FIG 3C is an explanatory diagram of a forming step
of the shape holding portion; and
FIG 3D is an explanatory diagram of an assembling
step.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0032] A wiring harness has a conducting path and a
flexible tube body being an exterior component of the
conducting path. In the tube body, a water or light hard-
ening fixing member is provided. When the water or light
hardening fixing member is hardened, a shape holding
portion is formed. The wiring harness is held with a de-
sired shape by the shape holding portion of the tube body.

[Embodiment]

[0033] Hereafter, an embodiment of the present inven-
tion will be explained with reference to the drawings.
FIGs. 1A and 1B are diagrams of the wiring harness of
the present invention. FIGs. 2A to 2C are diagrams ar-
ranging the water or light hardening fixing member in the
tube body. FIGs 3A to 3D are diagrams of a manufactur-
ing method of the wiring harness. In the embodiment of
the present invention, one example applying the wiring
harness of the present invention to a hybrid vehicle or
electric vehicle will be explained.
[0034] The reference numeral 1 in FIG 1 shows a hy-
brid vehicle. The hybrid vehicle 1 is driven by mixing two
powers of an engine 2 and a motor unit 3. An electric
power from a battery 5 (battery pack) is supplied to the
motor unite 3 through an inverter unit 4. The engine 2,
the motor unit 3, and the inverter unit 4 are mounted on
an engine room 6 located at a position which a front wheel
is arranged. The battery 5 is mounted on vehicle rear
portion 7 which a rear wheel is arranged. (The battery

may be mounted in a vehicle room which is arranged on
the back of the engine room 6).
[0035] The motor unit 3 and the inverter unit 4 are con-
nected to a common high-voltage wiring harness 8. The
battery 5 and the inverter unit 4 are connected to a wiring
harness 9 of the present invention. The wiring harness
9 is constructed for used in high-voltage, and arranged
in a ground side of a vehicle under floor 11. The vehicle
under floor 11 is a well-known body and a panel member.
A through hole penetrates through the vehicle under floor
11 at a predetermined position.
[0036] The wring harness 9 and the battery 5 are con-
nected through a junction block 12 arranged in the battery
5. A rear end 13 of the wiring harness 9 is connected to
the junction block 12. The rear end 13 of the wiring har-
ness 9 is arranged on a floor which is an interior room of
the vehicle. On the floor, a front end 14 of the wiring
harness 9 is arranged. The front end 14 of the wiring
harness 9 is connected to the inverter unit 4.
[0037] Supplement explanation in the embodiment of
the present invention will be described. The motor unit 3
includes a motor and a generator. Further, the inverter
unit 4 includes an inverter and a converter. The motor
unit 3 is formed as a motor assembly including a shield
case. Also, the inverter unit 4 is formed as a inverter
assembly including the shield case. The battery 5 is Ni-
MH battery types or Li-ion types, and is modularized.
Furthermore, an electric storage device such as a capac-
itor can be used. The battery 5 is not limited when it is
available for the hybrid vehicle 1 or the electric vehicle.
[0038] The wiring harness 9 is arranged along a middle
portion 10 of the vehicle under floor 11 and parallel to
the vehicle under floor 11. That is, the wiring harness 9
is arranged so that the middle portion 10 maintains a
distance from the ground. The wiring harness 9 is man-
ufactured with a structure of low height so as to maintain
the distance from the ground (The structure is described
below).
[0039] The wiring harness 9 has a conducting path as-
sembly 15, and a tube body 16 being exterior compo-
nents of the conducting path assembly 15.
[0040] The conducting path assembly 15 has two high-
voltage electric wires 17, two low-voltage electric wires
18, and an electromagnetic shield member 19 for shield-
ing two high-voltage electric wires 17 and two low-voltage
electric wires 18 in one lump. The high-voltage electric
wire 17 is a conducting path including a conductor and
an insulator (covering), and is formed with a height re-
quired for electrically connecting. The conductor is made
of copper, copper alloy, aluminum or aluminum alloy. Fur-
ther, conductors of various structures, such as a conduc-
tor made by stranding element wire or formed in a rec-
tangular or bar shape (for example, rectangular single
core or round single core. In this case, the electric wire
is formed in a bar shape), may be used. The high-voltage
electric wire 17 has an unshielded electric wire. A con-
nector 20 (see FIG 3) is arranged in a terminal of the
high-voltage electric wire 17. A connector of the low-volt-
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age electric wire 18 is not shown.
[0041] In this embodiment, the high-voltage electric
wire 17 is used, but it is not limited thereto. That is, it is
possible to use an object arranging an insulator in com-
mon bus bar.
[0042] The low-voltage electric wire 18 is well-known,
and is included in the conducting path assembly 15, but
it is not limited. That is, the low-voltage electric wire 18
is optional.
[0043] The electromagnetic shield member 19 is a
member for electromagnetic shield (namely, a member
for guarding against the electromagnetic) so as to cover
two high-voltage electric wires 17. The electromagnetic
shield member 19 is made of a shield member including
conductive metallic foil or metallic foil, and is formed in
a tube shape. Further, the electromagnetic shield mem-
ber 19 is formed similar in length to total length of the
high-voltage electric wires 17, and is connected to the
shield case of the inverter unit 4 through the connector 20.
[0044] Also, the electromagnetic shield member 19 in-
cludes metallic foil in this embodiment, but it is not limited
thereto. That is, if it is possible to guard against the elec-
tromagnetic wave, braid wire having a lot of ultrafine el-
ement wires may be used. The braid wire has a conduc-
tive property and is formed in a tube shape.
[0045] The electromagnetic shield member 19 is pro-
vided because the high-voltage electric wire 17 is an un-
shielded electric wire as described above. If the high-
voltage electric wire 17 is common shield wire, it is not
limited.
[0046] The tube body 16 is a tubular member having
flexibility, such as the following a corrugated tube made
of resin and having a concave-convex outer peripheral
surface, a tube made of resin or rubber and not having
a rough outer peripheral surface, or a metallic tube having
a rough outer peripheral surface. Furthermore, the cross-
section of the tube body 16 is not limited to a circular
shape. The cross-section of the tube body 16 may be an
oval or box shape. In this embodiment, the tube body 16
which is formed in an oval shape and made of resin is
used.
[0047] In the tube body 16, the oval shaped corrugated
tube made of resin is effective structure so as to reduce
the weight. Furthermore, the height of the corrugated
tube can be reduced, that is, a distance from the ground
can be increased. Thus, the above corrugated tube is
used. The corrugated tube has not a slit, and preferably
an outer peripheral surface of the corrugated tube is
formed with watertight construction.
[0048] A plurality of light or water fixing members 21
are provided on the outer peripheral surface of the tube
body 16. The light or water hardening fixing members 21
are arranged on a plurality of predefined portions of the
tube body 16, respectively. The light or water hardening
fixing members 21 are arranged on a predefined portion
indicated by an arrows A and B shown in FIG 1A respec-
tively. That is, since the tube body 16 has flexibility, the
light or water hardening fixing members 21 is arranged

on a flexion portion of the wiring harness 9, an assembly
fixing portion and the like, for example, a portion requiring
retention of shape.
[0049] When the light or water hardening fixing mem-
ber 21 is hardened, a shape holding portion 22 can be
formed in the tube body 16. More specifically, the light
or water hardening fixing member 21 includes a hard-
ened portion hardened with light or water and base ma-
terial integrating the hardened portion.
[0050] In the case of the light hardening fixing member
21, the light hardening fixing member 21 includes a hard-
ened portion having a light illumination surface, and base
material. The light hardening fixing member 21 is hard-
ened by a visible light 23 or special illumination. The hard-
ened portion is made of resin composition of light hard-
ening, and is held by being impregnated with base ma-
terial. Preferably, the light hardening fixing member 21
can adjust hardening time such as immediately hardened
or slowly hardened. The light hardening fixing member
21 is effective in a case working environment disliking
fluid. (Also, fluid is no problem with usage environment).
[0051] On the other hand, in the case of the water hard-
ening fixing member, the water hardening fixing member
includes a hardened portion having a water-absorbing
surface and base material. The water hardening fixing
member is hardened by splash/drop of fluid 24 or immer-
sion treatment. The above hardened portion is made of
resin composition of water hardening, and is held by be-
ing impregnated with base material. The base material
is glass wool, glass cloth, polyester cloth, or nonwoven
fabric cloth and others. (In the same manner, base ma-
terial of the light hardening fixing member 21 is similar
to the base material of the water hardening fixing mem-
ber. Further, in glass cloth and polyester cloth, knitted
fabric is suitable for impregnation, and it is possible to
uniformly and evenly be impregnated). Furthermore, the
hardened portion may be polyurethane resin of water
hardening. Preferably, the water hardening fixing mem-
ber adjusts hardening time in the same manner as the
light hardening fixing member.
[0052] The light or water hardening fixing member 21
described above is wound around the outer peripheral
surface of the tube body 16. Namely, when the light or
water hardening fixing member 21 is formed in a tape
shape, as shown in FIG 2A, the light or water hardening
fixing member 21 is wound with a method of tape winding.
Further, when the light or water hardening fixing member
21 is formed in a sheet shape, as shown in FIG 2B, it is
wound with the sheet shape.
[0053] The light or water hardening fixing member 21
is preciously formed with a desired thickness, and is
wound with a desired thickness. Therefore, strength after
forming the shape holding portion 22 can be maintained.
Additionally, a shape holding state can be maintained by
keeping the strength. Further, the shape holding portion
21 can be prevented from damage such as a splash of
stone by maintaining the strength.
[0054] When the light or water hardening fixing mem-
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ber 21 is wound by the method of the tape winding, as
shown in FIG 2C, a clamp 25 for assembling and fixing
may be integrated in the light or water hardening fixing
member 21. (The shape of the clamp 25 is one example.
Thus, it is not limited, for example, a bracket may be
integrated).
[0055] A supply device 26 supplies the light or water
hardening fixing member 21 with the visible light 23, illu-
mination or fluid 24 (see FIG 1B) so as to form the shape
holding portion 22 by hardening the light or water hard-
ening fixing member 21. The supply device 26 is located
in a manufacturing floor in accordance with formation ar-
ea of the shape holding portion 22.
[0056] In the manufacturing floor, when the shape
holding portion 22 is hardened with a desired shape,
workability is improved by using a jig or die. In FIG 1B,
a state which the shape holding portion 22 is bent is
shown, but it is not limited. For example, the shape hold-
ing portion 22 may be twisted and the shape thereof may
be held. Furthermore, the shape holding portion 22 may
be bent into an S-shape or crank shape.
[0057] When the light or water hardening fixing mem-
ber 21 is hardened, the light or water hardening fixing
member 21 enters into a dent portion of the outer periph-
eral surface of the tube body 16 and is caught in a pro-
jection portion of the outer peripheral surface of the tube
body 16. As a result, formation and arrangement of the
shape holding portion 22 become stable.
[0058] If the light or water hardening fixing member 21
adheres to a member made of olefin series resin being
low in adhesion, the dent portion and the projection por-
tion are effective in preventing gap.
[0059] As shown in FIG 3A, the tube body 16 and the
conducting path assembly 15, in which each total lengths
is formed with a desired length respectively, are provided.
The conducting path assembly 15 is inserted into the
tube body 16, and the connector 20 is arranged in the
terminal of the high-voltage electric wire 17 of the con-
ducting path assembly. Further, the light or water hard-
ening fixing member 21 is wound around a predefined
position of the outer peripheral surface of the tube body
16. Thus, manufacture of the wiring harness 9 before
transporting is completed. Also, the light or water hard-
ening fixing member 21 is previously provided against
the tube body 16, and then the conducting path assembly
15 may be inserted.
[0060] As shown in FIG 3B, the manufactured wiring
harness 9 is rounded so as to easy carry. For example,
the rounded wiring harness 9 is received in a box not
shown, and is carried to an assembly factory of vehicle
manufacturer.
[0061] As shown in FIG 3C, after the wiring harness 9
is carried to the assembly factory, the wiring harness 9
is taken out from the box and put into a manageable state
in the manufacturing floor. And then, the visible light 23,
illumination or the fluid 24 is supplied from the supply
device 26 toward the light or water hardening fixing mem-
ber 21 provided with a desired shape.

[0062] As shown in FIG 3D, after the light or water hard-
ening fixing member 21 is hardened and the shape hold-
ing portion 22 is formed, manufacture of the wiring har-
ness 9 is completed. The wiring harness 9 is assembled
and fix to the vehicle under floor 11 (See FIG 1A) or is
electrically connected. Thus, arrangement of the wiring
harness 9 is completed.
[0063] In conclusion, as is understood from the above
explanation with reference to drawings, the wiring har-
ness 9 of the present invention can maintain the tube
body 16 with a desired shape without using a conven-
tional proctor against the flexible tube body 16 by provid-
ing the light or water hardening fixing member 21, and
hardening the light or water hardening fixing member,
and forming the shape holding portion 22. Further, since
the wiring harness 9 has a flexible tube body 16, it is not
required to keep large space when the wiring harness 9
is carried. Therefore, when carrying it, space can be
saved, and cost can be reduced.
[0064] The wiring harness 9 which does not have a
branch portion is explained above, however, it is possible
to separate the tube body 16 and guide the branch portion
from the separated portion. Further, when guiding it, the
light or water hardening portion 21 may be provided and
hardened so as to cover an exposure portion of the
branch portion and a terminal of the tube body 16.

Reference signs

[0065]

1 hybrid vehicle
2 engine
3 motor unit
4 invert unit
5 battery
6 engine room
7 vehicle rear portion
8 high-voltage wiring harness
9 wiring harness
10 middle portion
11 vehicle under floor
12 junction block
13 rear end
14 front end
15 conducting path assembly
16 tube body
17 high-voltage electric wire (conducting path)
18 low-voltage electric wire (conducting path)
19 electromagnetic shield member
20 connector
21 light hardening fixing member
22 shape holding portion
23 visible light
24 fluid
25 clamp
26 supply device
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Claims

1. A wiring harness (9) comprising:

a flexible tube body (16) being an exterior com-
ponent of one or a plurality of conducting paths
(17, 18); and
a water or light hardening fixing member (21)
provided on one or a plurality of predefined po-
sitions of the tube body (16),
wherein a shape holding portion (22) of the tube
body (16) is formed by hardening the water or
light hardening fixing member (21).

2. The wiring harness (9) as claimed in claim 1, wherein
an outer peripheral surface of the tube body (16) is
a rough member.

3. The wiring harness (9) as claimed in claim 1 or 2,
wherein the outer peripheral surface of the tube body
(16) is a watertight member.

4. The wiring harness (9) as claimed in claim 1, 2 or 3,
wherein the water or light hardening fixing member
(21) is a winding type member.

5. A manufacturing method of a wiring harness (9) hav-
ing a flexible tube body (16) which is an exterior com-
ponent of one or a plurality of conducting paths (17,
18) comprising the steps of:

a first step that providing a water or light hard-
ening fixing member (21) on one or a plurality
of predefined portions of the tube body (16), and
a second step that hardening the water or light
hardening fixing member (21) so as to form at
least the predefined portions with a desired
shape.

6. The manufacturing method of the wiring harness (9)
as claimed in claim 5, wherein a winding type mem-
ber is used as the water or light hardening fixing
member (21), and wherein a member which is pre-
viously formed with a desired thickness or a member
which is able to be formed with a desired thickness
by winding is used.

7. The manufacturing method of the wiring harness (9)
as claimed in claim 5 or 6, wherein the second step
is performed when the wiring harness (9) is arranged
after carrying the wiring harness (9).

Patentansprüche

1. Kabelbaum (9), der umfasst:

einen flexiblen Röhrenkörper (16), der eine äu-

ßere Komponente eines Leitungsweges oder
mehrerer Leitungswege (17, 18) ist; und
ein wasser- oder lichthärtendes Fixierelement
(21), das sich an einer vordefinierten Position
oder mehreren vordefinierten Positionen des
Röhrenkörpers (16) befindet,
wobei ein Formhalteabschnitt (22) des Röhren-
körpers (16) durch Härten des wasser- oder
lichthärtenden Fixierelementes (21) ausgebildet
wird.

2. Kabelbaum (9) nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine Außen-
umfangsfläche des Röhrenkörpers (16) ein raues
Element ist.

3. Kabelbaum (9) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die
Außenumfangsfläche des Röhrenkörpers (16) ein
wasserdichtes Element ist.

4. Kabelbaum (9) nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, wobei
das wasser- oder lichthärtende Fixier-element (21)
ein Wickelelement ist.

5. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Kabelbaums (9), der
einen flexiblen Röhrenkörper (16) aufweist, der eine
äußere Komponente eines Leitungsweges oder
mehrerer Leitungswege (17, 18) ist, wobei es die
folgenden Schritte umfasst:

einen ersten Schritt, in dem ein wasser- oder
lichthärtendes Fixierelement (21) an einem vor-
definierten Abschnitt oder mehreren vordefinier-
ten Abschnitten des Röhrenkörpers (16) bereit-
gestellt wird, und
einen zweiten Schritt, in dem das wasser- oder
lichthärtende Fixierelement (21) gehärtet wird,
um wenigstens die vordefinierten Abschnitte mit
einer gewünschten Form auszubilden.

6. Verfahren zum Herstellen des Kabelbaums (9) nach
Anspruch 5, wobei ein Wickelelement als das was-
ser- oder lichthärtende Fixierelement (21) eingesetzt
wird und ein Element, das zuvor mit einer gewünsch-
ten Dicke ausgebildet wurde, oder ein Element ein-
gesetzt wird, das durch Wickeln mit einer gewünsch-
ten Dicke ausgebildet werden kann.

7. Verfahren zum Herstellen des Kabelbaums (9) nach
Anspruch 5 oder 6, wobei der zweite Schritt durch-
geführt wird, wenn der Kabelbaum (9) nach Trans-
portieren des Kabelbaums (9) angeordnet wird.

Revendications

1. Faisceau de câblage (9) comprenant :

- un corps de tube flexible (16) étant un compo-
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sant extérieur d’un ou d’une pluralité de chemins
conducteurs (17, 18) ; et
- un élément de fixation à durcissement à l’eau
ou à la lumière (21) disposé sur une ou une plu-
ralité de positions prédéfinies du corps de tube
(16) ;
- dans lequel une partie de maintien de forme
(22) du corps de tube (16) est formée en durcis-
sant l’élément de fixation à durcissement à l’eau
ou à la lumière (21).

2. Faisceau de câblage (9) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel une surface périphérique extérieure du
corps de tube (16) est un élément rugueux.

3. Faisceau de câblage (9) selon les revendications 1
ou 2, dans lequel la surface périphérique extérieure
du corps de tube (16) est un élément étanche à l’eau.

4. Faisceau de câblage (9) selon les revendications 1,
2 ou 3, dans lequel l’élément de fixation à durcisse-
ment à l’eau ou à la lumière (21) est un élément de
type à enroulement.

5. Procédé de fabrication d’un faisceau de câblage (9)
comportant un corps de tube flexible (16) qui est un
composant extérieur d’un ou d’une pluralité de che-
mins conducteurs (17, 18), comprenant les étapes
suivantes :

- une première étape disposant un élément de
fixation à durcissement à l’eau ou à la lumière
(21) sur une ou une pluralité de positions pré-
définies du corps de tube (16), et
- une seconde étape durcissant l’élément de
fixation à durcissement à l’eau ou à la lumière
(21) de façon à conformer au moins les parties
prédéfinies avec une forme souhaitée.

6. Procédé de fabrication d’un faisceau de câblage (9)
selon la revendication 5, pour lequel un élément de
type à enroulement est utilisé comme élément de
fixation à durcissement à l’eau ou à la lumière (21)
et pour lequel un élément préalablement formé avec
une épaisseur souhaitée ou un élément susceptible
d’être formé avec une épaisseur souhaitée par en-
roulement est utilisé.

7. Procédé de fabrication d’un faisceau de câblage (9)
selon les revendications 5 ou 6, pour lequel la se-
conde étape est réalisée lorsque le faisceau de câ-
blage (9) est agencé après avoir supporté le faisceau
de câblage (9).
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